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Magazine Issue Review Template 
 
Overall  (mission, point of view, audience, tone of voice, quality of images, diversity of people, 
appropriate age ranges, visual appeal, paper stock) 
 
Cover  (reflection of magazine's mission and audience, image(s) quality/appropriateness, 
blurbs, readability, long-distance appeal, seasonality/timeliness) 
 
TOC  (accurate, convenient, tone of voice, quality of image(s), visual appeal, paper stock) 
 
Articles   (quality of writing, quality of sources, length, browsability, appropriateness, 
titles/deks/leads, visual appeal, timeliness/seasonality, diversity of people portrayed) 
 
Independent ads  (number, placement, relevance, quality) 
 
House ads  (number, placement, relevance, quality) 
 
Other platforms  (platforms promoted, prominence/quality of links) 
 
 

Design is modern and 
attractive 

Fonts and column widths are varied yet easy to read. The 
design provides a strong grid but allows for breaking it. 
Overprinting and colored text boxes are calibrated to 
maximize readability. In the absence of a TOC, the 
department heads could be larger to alert the reader to the 
topic area. Overall, a bit staid but very reader friendly. 
Grade: B+ 

Cover is inviting and useful Wonderful image; very appropriate to the season. Blurbs are 
playful when appropriate but easily understood. All cover 
text is easy to read. Featured article include page references.  
Grade: A 

  



Point of view and tone of 
voice are appropriate for 
the publication and its 
audience 

Friendly yet authoritative. Titles and heads are a mix of bland 
(Choosing a Washer; Choose Safety with Style); and fun but a 
little more obscure (All Pumped Up; Laundry List). 
Grade: B+ 

Content is browsable 
(heads, deks, captions, 
subheads) 

Yes, lots of bullets, bold leads, checkboxes, and attention-
grabbing dingbats. 
Grade: A 

Photos and illustrations 
support the editorial 
context in which they 
appear 

Most of the photos are "mood setters" without captions. This 
may be a subtle signal to the reader that the images don't 
contribute much to the associated story. 
Grade: C 

Calls to action Lots of links, mostly bolded for easy scanning. Unfortunately, 
some URLs are too long to be comfortably typed. Would 
improve with a URL shortener or redirect. 
Grade B- 

Media integration Associated media include twitter, blogspot, facebook and 
google+. The next level would be to add YouTube. 
Grade: A- 

 
 


